
How Arbitrum Became the Number 1 Layer 2 
Arbitrum is a layer2 scaling solution on top of the layer1 Ethereum chain. Arbitrum is focused on 
increasing scalability and reducing the transaction fee on the Ethereum network. Arbitrum has 
experienced incredible growth in the last weeks. Almost all on-chain KPIs are either hitting all-time highs 
or increasing swiftly. 

Currently, Arbitrum has 54% of the Roll-Up market share with a Total Value Locked (TVL) of $3.28 billion. 
The Layer2 scalability solution has saved $374 million in gas fees with over $3.2 users. The number of 
active users on a chain is rising every day. 

 

 

 

Alternative chart Embed code:  

<iframe width="100%" height="420" frameborder="0" 
src="https://embed.theblockcrypto.com/data/scaling-solutions/optimistic-
rollups/transaction-count-daily-7dma/embed" title="Transaction Count on Optimistic 
Rollups (Daily, 7DMA)"></iframe> 

Or: 

https://www.theblock.co/data/scaling-solutions/optimistic-rollups/transaction-count-
daily-7dma  

 

Ethereum Mainnet is a highly saturated network, so the cost of transactions rises on the layer1 chain. 
Arbitrum bundles multiple transactions into a single batch and executes them off-chain using ORUs 
(Optimistic Roll-Ups). Once the transactions are validated, the blocks are added back to the Ethereum 
Mainnet. 

  



 

EVM Chain # of Txns # of Users 

Arbitrum 1.07m 91.63k 

Gnosis 57.17k 3.55k 
Optimism 264.05k 36.78k 
Avalanche 160.28k 21.59k 
Polygon 2.89m 341.14k 
Fantom 437.09k 72.61k 

Table 1 EVM Chain Transactions & Users 

When we compare Arbitrum with other EVM-compatible chains, it is number 1 with respect to the 
number of transactions and users. But how did Arbitrum manage to take the number 1 spot among 
Ethereum-based layer 2 solutions? Let’s find out. 

1. High Security: Anti-fraud mechanism 
Layer 2 scalability solutions choose Ethereum because of its incredible EVM tool as well as for its 
security. Mainly, the layer 2 solutions don’t have to worry about security as they can rely on layer 1 for 
that. However, to make the bridging between the two foolproof, different chains deploy different 
mechanisms. 

Polygon is a sidechain of Ethereum that uses zk Roll-Ups to validate transactions and rely solely on 
Ethereum security. The Optimism chain is considered to be the right competition for the Arbitrum chain 
as it adds an extra layer of security through Single Round Fraud-Proofs. 

  

Moreover, the layer of the Fraud Proof mechanism is still under development and highly centralized. 
Decentralization of  Fraud Proofs in layer 2 is a key point that could require a token to distribute value 
and ensure security in Optimism Roll-Ups.  

Arbitrum is aware of the gap where layer 2 solutions were lacking a tried offering a perfect solution to 
the security of tokens, bridging, and cross-chain transactions through Multi Round Fraud Proofs. Also 
since Arbitrum  



 

 

Moreover, the Multi Round Fraud Proof is tested in the wild and it works perfectly well to protect the 
network from hacks. A member from the Tech lead of Arbitrum shared a story on Twitter about a recent 
hack that was avoided. 

“Arbitrum is implemented with smart contracts on Ethereum, so when someone forks ETH, there's 
automatically a fork of Arbitrum One too! Our contracts automatically open validation on forks, and an 
attacker used that to make a malicious assertion on $ETHW last week. 

It attempted to create a fake withdrawal that would've stolen all the $ETHW in the bridge. Luckily, I've 
been personally running a defensive $ETHW validator which came online and defended the chain.” 

 

He goes on telling that his validator challenged the attacker and within a week his assertion was 
validated. The validator was awarded half of the roll-up size (0.5 ETHW) for defending the entire 
network from a potential attack. 

 

The robust security features of Arbitrum and its low vulnerability to hacks are better than BSC and 
Polygon which makes it a perfect choice for dApps and other projects. 



2. Token-less Chain: 
Token-less Arbitrum has a DeFi TVL of $1.61 which is even greater than that of Solana ($244.97 million), 
Polygon ($1.05 billion), Optimism ($920.49 million) Avalanche ($795.05 million), and many other tier-1 
chains. Including the TVL of Staking, Pool, Borrows, Double Count, Liquid Staking, and Vesting, it 
amounts to $2.79 billion. 

 

How does being a token-less chain helps Arbitrum? Let us discuss the reasoning behind: 

1. Streamlines the user experience by only focusing on the main product of their chain and its 
development. 

2. Lowers the complexity and potential risks associated with managing tokens and the FUDs that 
come along. 

3. Discourages regulatory authorities to take unnecessary action by classifying the token as a 
security like the Binance ecosystem is facing the issue currently. 

4. No hustle of token issuance, distribution, and governance 

5. Developers’ focus remains on challenges and development of the chain and ecosystem 

6. Users can use their existing Ethereum wallet and tokens to interact with the platform 

 

3. Scalability and Transaction Success rate: 
Ethereum was a perfect solution if we only consider security while ignoring the speed and cost per 
transaction. Therefore, new scalability solutions started to emerge on top of the Ethereum chain which 
was more scalable, cheaper, and faster. 

The following table draws a comparison between different EVM-compatible layer 2 solutions. 



 

Layer 2 Solution TPS Main Chain 

Arbitrum Up to 4,000 Ethereum 

Optimism Up to 1,000 Ethereum 

Polygon (formerly Matic) Up to 7,000 Ethereum 

zkSync Up to 2,000 Ethereum 

Binance Smart Chain Up to 100 Binance Chain 

xDai Up to 70 Ethereum 

 

The TPS (Transaction Per Second) depends on various factors, including network congestion, transaction 
complexity, and the number of users on the network. Arbitrum offers a TPS of 4,000 at a cheaper price. 

Another major plus of Arbitrum is the success rate of the transaction as a layer 2 solution. Currently, the 
success rate of Arbitrum is higher than that of Optimism and it stays this way on most days. 

 

Besides this, Arbitrum has successfully gained the attention of some projects who are building their 
entire ecosystem on top of this chain. Some of the most prominent projects on Arbitrum include 
Sushiswap, Curve, Abracadabra, AnySwap, and Synapse. 

 



All of the above reasons have collectively played to make Arbitrum beat another layer 2 solution and 
take the top spot in most KPIs. This is the reason why developer activity on the Arbitrum chain is spiking 
even in the bearish market. Once the chain matures more, it is expected to drop its own token which 
might boost its exposure further and contribute to its success. 


